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Topics of discussion

⃝	⃝	 Showcase the methodology of conducting a market study.

⃝	⃝	 Present case studies on planning and conducting market studies.

⃝	⃝	 Share best practices and tools utilised during the process.

⃝	⃝	 Explore the different approaches adopted worldwide in planning and conducting 
market studies.

Session IV. Best practices in planning and 
conducting market studies

Market studies are a versatile tool for competition authorities to analyse potential competition 
problems in a sector, outside of a merger review or antitrust investigation. A market study helps to 
assess whether competition in a market is working efficiently and identify measures to address any 
emerging issues. These measures can include submitting proposals for regulatory reform, improving 
information dissemination among consumers, and opening antitrust investigations. The findings 
from market studies help competition authorities to better understand the dynamics of a market, 
take appropriate action, and conduct effective advocacy. The legal framework for market studies in a 
jurisdiction has implications on the type of competition problems that can be explored, the depth of 
exploration, and the possible outcomes of a market study.

During session IV, a distinguished panel of experts will share market study methodologies and 
challenges, and good practices in planning and conducting market studies. Discussions will provide 
an overview of the entire process of conducting market studies, highlighting the different approaches 
that competition authorities may take in this regard, and the strategic considerations at the outset of 
planning a market study.

Note: The duration of this session will be 90 minutes, with each panellist speaking for 17 minutes, 
followed by a 22-minute Q&A session.
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